As you are well aware, your states have a special asset and a special responsibility. You have seacoast. A lot of your coast or a crucial bit of it, as the case may be, is marshland. Once upon a time marsh (where ladies' and gentlemen's shoes get all muddy) was considered ugh! Since property values reflected this, wellmeaning folk proceeded to upgrade their possessions. Thereby, as you have since learned, they downgraded your coast's ability to sustain the sea life without which the ocean is merely a wet, chilly, and dangerous waste of valuable space. Now you are probably spending a fair amount to halt further deterioration. You have biologists surveying your coastal marshes and lawyers trying to back them up against continued destruction. Before there can be a master plan, it is necessary to ascertain where there is room for compromise and where compromise would be tragic. So your biologists spend much time in travel in order to take inventory.
We have omitted South Carolina from the above roster because our purpose here is to call to the attention of the other coastal states how that state in two years for $65,000 has done as much inventorying of tidal wetlands as has cost four years and $1.2 million elsewhere. South Carolina's method depends on the differences in color with which a certain Kodak aerial film renders different vegetative communities in accordance with their reflectivity into the near infrared. From a minimal amount of ground truth, aerial photography within an hour of low tide has proved right from 6,000 feet for distinguishing eight types of land. These are then entered on the topographic maps. Data are digitized for storage.
The name of the film is Kodak Aerochrome infrared film 2443.
More important to you, the name of one of the South Carolinians who would be proud to give colleagues in other states details on how they did it is Robert H. Dunlap Our friendly computers help take the With an HP desktop computer, you can concentrate on the productive aspects of problem-solving-on your own terms, at your own pace, at your own desk. Be creative, try various alternatives, experiment a little, make a few mistakes (we're all human), and come up with better solutions-still meeting those ever-present deadlines. Our System 45 is a powerful graphic and computational tool for people with no formal computer training, as well as for experienced programmers. With HP software, for example, you can construct a PERT system for a project with up to 1,800 activities, or do a Fast Fourier Transform on a set of up to 4,000 12-digit numbers. System 45 also provides the power for experienced users to write programs that will rotate three-dimensional objects, or design and analyze complex circuits, PC boards or IC chips. And much more.
I. 
DIGITAL BRINGS ITS OWN TOMORROWLAND TO NCC AT MAHEIM.
The National Computer Conference-has never seen, and may never again see, such an array of major new products from a single company as will be on display at the Digital Booth June 5 through June 8.
In -one corner, the VAX-11/780, rapidly becoming recognized as possibly the best FORTRAN machine ever made. In another, DECSYSTEM-2020, the lowest priced fullcapability mainframe in the world. In a third, a PDP-11/70 running the new TRAX, a complete transaction processing system with specially designed block mode terminals that is easy on the user and easy on the pocketbook. And in the last corner, three computers, two of which are important new versions of established favorites, and the third participating in a dramatic demonstration of the new DECnet Phase 11 networking software. On the systems, the new RK07, the new RM02, and the dramatically new RL01 disk drives, new terminals, and a new tape drive.
And in the middle of the floor, for the first time ever,an entirely new Digital family of products as yet unannounced.Six of them. West Hall,on the way to the cafeteria. And if you can't-make Anaheim, check the box. We'll send you a show package TIAA-CREF | ReFtirement y Annuities~~~~~d _ for tax-deferred annuity programs Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRA's) are new forms of TIAA and CREF contracts designed expressly for use by persons who want to set aside tax-deferred retirement funds over and above amounts being accumulated under their institution's basic retirement plan. They are available for employees of colleges, universities, private schools and certain other nonprofit educational organizations with tax-deferred annuity (salary-or-annuity option) programs. Through a properly drawn agreement with their institution, staff members may divert part of their compensation before taxes to the purchase of these new contracts.
And SRA's are cashable at any time. This means that if the money accumulated by salary reduction is needed before retirement, the SRA contracts can be surrendered for their cash value. Benefits, whether payable in cash or as income, are taxable as ordinary income when received.
For more information and answers to questions send for your copy of the booklet on Supplemental Retirement Annuities.
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Send me a booklet describing 30 years ago the Nobel Plize winners Prof. The Svedberg and Prof. Arne Tiselius instilled into the new company the need for high quality in scientific instruments. Their cooperation and encouragement developed into close contacts with scientists worldwide. As a result, LKB is today in the forefront of ideas in biochemistry, and can present to the scientist the right equipment and techniques at the right time.
Using LKB equipment guarantees nobody a Nobel Prize, but it does lay a sure and certain basis for careful experiments and accurate results.
Complete and versatile equipment means access to a wide variety of methods At LKB research and development of the instrument go hand in hand with research and development of the technique, so that the one is ideally suited to the other. Often, LKB instruments are developed with several techniques in mind. This allows the scientist to change methods easily without changing equipment, or to experiment within one method. LKB supplies equipment necessary for growing and disintegration ofmicroorganisms through to the final characterisation of a purified substance. Probably the most important techniques in biochemistry are those involving separation and analysis, and there we have our greatest experience.
LKB helps science advance, and serves the scientist For science to advance, knowledge must be shared. At LKB knowledge comes from our experience and research and from our many worldwide contacts. We share our knowledge in several ways: in the quality of our instruments, as Workshops and Seminars, literature such as Acta Ampholinae, Application Notes and SCIENCE TOOLS. The choice for peopl who need to keep up with the human sciences.
